Color You Can Trust, Now In Your Web Browser
Remote Director combines all of the tools you need to create, view, markup and approve graphic assets on-line in a new browser-based application. You can move to a 100% digital workflow and simplify client interaction while increasing color accuracy with the new Remote Director.

Print locally, work globally
With Remote Director you can connect with customers or suppliers anywhere in the world. Eliminate time and geography barriers, and never wait for the overnight service again!

Color control and accuracy
Remote Director’s patented L* monitor profiling provides simple “one-click” calibration and on-line verification that all users are viewing color precisely.

Unique web-based tools
The new Remote Director was built for ease of use. Role-based user permissions provide sophisticated tools for power users, while clients and non-technical users are presented with a streamlined and familiar browser-based interface.

The only cross-platform solution
Remote Director is the only color-accurate monitor proofing solution available on Mac and Windows, using standard off-the-shelf hardware. Choose your own combination of supported monitors and hardware and design the system that meets your budget targets and your quality requirements.

Integration and automation
Remote Director can integrate with any existing workflow using the APIs in our Software Development Kits. Fully-automated proofing workflows are easy to implement with Remote Director Proof Server’s configured hot folder interface.

Brought to you by ICScolor, the leader in monitor proofing technology
ICScolor leads the industry in certification to industry standards, including SWOP®, GRACoL® and Fogra specifications. Our unique built in validation allows you to certify your Remote Director system to any in-house standard or reference printing condition.

Sign up for a free 30-day trial today
See for yourself how Remote Director can reduce cycle time, eliminate communications errors and increase your billable production hours. Email sales@fourpees.com to arrange for a free trial of Remote Director today.
### System Highlights:

- Simple browser-based interface with language support for English, Dutch, German, French, Japanese, Chinese, Spanish and Portuguese
- Complete markup and annotation toolset with threaded comments and sophisticated controls for user roles and permissions
- Simple “one-click” monitor calibration with built-in reminders and user selectable countdown timer from 1-9 days
- Instant zoom, pan and navigation on any size image
- ICC color management for precise simulation of any printing condition, supports SWOP®, GRACoL®, Fogra standards and any in-house reference printing condition
- On-screen densitometer for CMYK, L*a*b* and total ink coverage
- Support for Pantone® spot color libraries
- Precise simulation of any paper stock or other substrate for accurate prediction of printed results
- Toggle color channel visibility and display and combination of printed colors for on-screen progressive proofs
- Monitor gamut check & total ink coverage warnings provide assurance that prepress files are prepared to correct specifications

### System Requirements:

- PC: Intel® Pentium® 4 or better processor with Windows® XP, Vista® or 7
- Macintosh®: Intel® processor with OS X 10.5.x or higher
- 2GB RAM (minimum)
- 32-bit graphics card with 256MB VRAM
- LCD proofing monitor(s) must be at least 1280 x 1024 display resolution and be of identical resolution when used 2 or 4 up

### Calibration Sensor:

- X-Rite® – i1Pro
- X-Rite® – i1Display 2
- Monaco® – Optix
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To learn more about solutions from ICScolor:
visit [www.icscolor.com](http://www.icscolor.com) or contact our local reseller:

ICScolor proudly supports the following organizations:
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